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Un curtmetratge d’autor que mostra, a través d’una narració i imatges metafòriques 
que comparen la vida amb el teatre, un punt determinant en la vida d’una persona que 
ha de decidir vendre’s a les circumstàncies o crear les seves pròpies, encara amb el ric 
de perdre allò o a les persones que te. 
Resumen 
Un cortometraje de autor que muestra, a través de una narración e imágenes 
metafóricas que comparan la vida con el teatro, ese punto de inflexión en la vida de 
alguien en que tiene que decidir venderse a las circunstancias o crear las suyas 
propias, aún a riesgo de perder lo que tiene o a quien tiene. 
Abstract 
Públicos tells the story of a person in a big moment of his life, that person have to 
decide between to follow his way of life or to change everything, whit the risk to 
loose the poeple and the things that he have. It's a story about freedom and self-
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The production of this project consists of to do an animation (2D and stop motion) 
short film. This short should have a very strong message to the audience and this 
message has to be understandable and powerful. The aesthetics and style of the 




I, the creator of the short film, believe in the freedom of the people and I think that 
everybody should live under his owns rules and without worries about what other 
people say. For this reason I have tried in all moment to do a short film with a 
powerful message for the people who is on the edge of a very big decision, to be who 




Públicos (Audience) consists in a animation short film which represents the life 




This short film will be part of my resume and it will help me to present myself in 
front of the companies. A part of this, Públicos is available for to be watched in 







2. Project structure 
 
This is a written project which covers all the information about the production work 
carried out in Públicos. It is structured as follows: 
 
- An essay about the background of Públicos, where I explain the way to 
arrive to Públicos, the message that I want to transmit, the different ideas, the 
doubts... until arrive to the final result. 
 
- Final idea: All the necessary information to understand the short film and all 
the recording documents, story board, shooting script and script. 
 
- Creation of the puppets: A little research about the creation of Stop Motion 
puppets, which is necessary for to do my own puppets and the process to 
create the twenty-five puppets of Públicos. 
 
- Making the set is the point where I explain all the process to create the set of 
Públicos, the firsts drawings, the 3D recreation and finally the real set. 
 
- The explanation of the 2D part of Públicos. 
 
- The software that I used for the post-production of Públicos. 
 
- All the information about the sound in the short film, that is the music and 
the voice over. 
 














































3. Background of Públicos 
 
3.1. Message of the short film 
 
 
As I have explained in the objectives of this project, the main challenge is to transmit 
to the audience a positive, powerful and strong message. I have decided to focus the 
message of my short film in the self-improvement. 
 
I want to transmit to my audience that everybody can decide what way follow and to 
do whatever they want with their lives. I don't want to do a fanciful message because 
maybe in this case can seem unreal, for this reason I have decided that my protagonist 
will have some difficulties to achieve his challenge. 
 
With all this purposes in July of 2012 I started to write one story in Glyndwr 
University called Judy's Beyondland designed to be created in 2D. 
 
3.2. Storyline of Judy’s Beyondland 
 
At the beginning of the short Judy has an argument with her parents, they think that 
the t-shirt which Judy is wearing is not appropriate. In the t-shirt we can see the 
movie's poster of "Rocky Horror Picture Show" and her parents thinks that wearing a 
transvestite on her t-shirt is a mistake and they're worried about what the people say 
about their daughter. 
 
They take the t-shirt and keep it in the closet. Then Judy goes to her bedroom and 
writes in her diary all her problems. At night, when she finishes with the diary, she 
falls asleep and starts to dream. All this first part is recorded with real people, but 
when she starts to dream everything turns to animation. 
 
In dream Judy is in a wonderful world where everybody is happy and something very 
strange happens... All Judy's dead idols are still alive! First of all she found Divine, 
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John Water's muse who died in 1988. Divine is Judy's guide in that world called 
"Beyondland". 
 
Firstly Judy doesn't understand anything and asks Divine why she's there; in that 
moment Divine shows Judy's diary and starts to read. Divine is very serious, she tells 
Judy that she is there because of her diary they were able to see that Judy is depressed 
and feels underappreciated and they don't understand why... 
 
Then Judy explains to Divine that nobody understands her and she wants to be so 
lucky like Divine. It's here when Divine tells Judy that her life wasn't easy and that it 
is the first lesson. When Judy asks Divine about her life, Divine describes to her the 
mid 60's when she decided to change her gender and to become a transvestite in her 
small neighbourhood in Baltimore. After that Divine crosses out in the diary one of 
the problems: "I wouldn't have problems if I lived in a bigger and more open-minded 
city". 
 
When Divine cross out in the diary, both (Judy and Divine) enter a spiral and the 
scenery changes completely. In this new scene we can see a corridor with a lot of 
doors. Divine explains that she have to choose three doors because behind each one is 
a person waiting her. 
 
After thinking Judy decides to enter in the second door. When she is inside this room 
we can see something similar to a bar... We can't see the face of anybody, in one 
corner we can see a character illuminated and Judy goes to him. When she's closer to 
him we can recognise Joey Ramone. He tells Judy that he doesn't understand why 
she's there because she's too young to be in trouble or to have to decide what to do 
with her life. She explains to him what happened with her parents and tells him that 
she thinks the diary has sent her up there.  
 
After Judy's explanation, Joey says that she can't allow anyone to influence her 
interests. Then he explains when all the music critics said that Ramones' music was 
horrible and everybody thought that the songs were very simple. Judy is shocked with 
the Joey's story and tells him that nowadays they are icons for a lot of people, then he 
gives her the advice: "The time will give you the reason". When she looks at the diary 
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another part which says "Nobody understands me" is crossed out too. 
 
Judy returns to the corridor and Divine says that she has to decide again, another door 
now... Judy chooses the door number seven and inside she can see one room which 
haves a lot of aluminium foil on the walls and she recognised the place very fast... she 
is in "The Factory" of Andy Warhol, and in another corner she can see her god, Andy 
Warhol, who is taking photos of her walking through the Factory. 
 
When Judy arrives, Warhol says something like... "As you know I really like talking 
to people using monosyllables, then I only can say: Yes, you're a superstar; you have 
to ignore the rest, you're on the right track". In this moment Judy tries to ask Warhol 
something but he ignores her completely and continues taking photos. 
 
When Judy leaves Warhol's room and is in the corridor again and Divine tells her that 
has to choose the last door. Judy says that she wants to know who is behind every 
door, but Divine explains that she'll discover the different lessons over time, living 
her life... Now she only has one choice to meet somebody and receive one last piece 
of advice. 
 
Finally Judy chooses door number five and inside this room she can see a typical 
house of Andalucía and Lola Flores is waiting for Judy. Lola Flores says that she's 
responsible for returning Judy to reality. They both walk towards a light until they are 
lost in brightness; in this moment Judy wakes up from her dream. 
 
When she looks her diary all the problems are crossed out but one: "I only want to be 
as I want to be". Judy smiles and takes a highlighter and stresses this sentence. 
 
Judy leaves her room and goes to her parents room for to take her "Rocky Horror 
Picture Show" t-shirt of the closet. When she takes the t-shirt of the closet one box 
falls in the floor and Judy can see a lot of polaroids of her parents when they were 
young; when she looks the pictures discover that her parents were punks in the past. 
Then after take her t-shirt, she goes to the kitchen a put one polaroid of her parents on 
the freezer with a magnet; is her form to show her parents that they've to respect her 
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style, her interests and they can't decide for her. While she doesn’t do anything bad, 
they have to leave her daughter free. 
3.3. Events in story 
 
To design the storyline, I did schemes about how the situation of the protagonist 
changes chronologically.  
 
These schemes helped me a lot to write the script and for to decide how to transmit 
my ideas in the video, this material was so good for to structure the feelings and the 
message that I wanted to transmit that finally the final result, Públicos, has the same 
development with another story. 
 
!









During the development of this idea I did some sketches of the characters of Judy's 
Beyondland. These characters are designed in 2D, with the intention of to do the 
whole short film using this technique. 
 
All the characters are explained in the storyline of Judy's Beyondland. This section of 
the essay is only for to show the firsts sketches of these characters, with the intention 
to demonstrate the evolution of the character's style during the creative process of the 
final story Públicos. 
 
Firstly I wanted to condition the evolution of the main character and his decision 
through famous celebrities who transmit me confident and security, for this reason I 
thought that Andy Warhol, Divine, Joey Ramone and Lola Flores were a very good 
options for to transmit these feeling, furthermore with these celebrities I could to 
include a lot of my culture references in the short film. In the next sections of this 
essay you will see why all this characters was supressed of the final idea and were 






                     
  




























Fig 3 Main Character of Judy's 
Beyondland Fig 2 Divine for Judy's Beyondland 
Fig 5 Andy Warhol for Judy's 
Beyondland 
Fig 4 Lola Flores for Judy's 
Beyondland 





3.5. Story Board and Animatic 
 
To finish with the production of the first idea for the short film (Judy's Beyondland) I 
did in Glyndwr University (July 2012) a storyboard of the trailer for the idea and for 
the final idea, an animatic for the trailer and for the final idea and finally a video 
trailer of Judy's Beyondland. 
 
The intention of to do all this stuff of the first (and non definitive) idea was to have a 
very clear vision of the viability of the story and his development. 
 
The software to produce the reference 
material for the viability of the project was 
Toon Boom, a very useful software for to 
build animatics, smart sketching and for to 
do story boards. 
 
To create animatics with this program is very 
beneficial for to see an idea of the final video result, 
because it is possible to do independent motion per 
layer, impressive camera motion across panels, 
unlimited soundtracks, smooth playbacks and real-
time transitions. 
 
For to create the story boards it is very useful too, because you can create a story 
board with a lot of information about the shoots, music, dialogues, actions, transitions, 
especial effects and all the necessary information to record the video without any 
difficulty and with the possibility of a very good pre-production plan. 
 
The pre-production material of Judy's Beyondland is available in the annexes of this 
dissertation in the case of the two Story Boards, and in the CD in the case of the 
animatics and trailer. 
 
Fig 7 Toon Boom Logo 





3.6. Assessment of the idea 
 
When I finished the pre-production of the Judy's Beyondland I had a meeting with the 
teachers of Glyndwr University. In these meeting all of us arrived to a conclusion. We 
thought that the narrative of the story was correct and complied our objectives: a very 
strong, powerful and understandable message. 
 
A part of the good result with the message, we had a lot of doubts about the other 
aspects of the short film. 
 
I didn't was convinced of to use a 2D technique for to create the video because is not 
my best professional aspect, by contrast I wanted to do something with this technique 
because I really like the result and the style of 2D videos. 
 
On the other hand, this short film was a very specific target focused on 13-16 years 
old and I thought that maybe the characters didn't was recognisable for this kind of 
Fig 9 Story Board of Judy's Beyondland 
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audience, then my intention of to transmit the feeling of freedom and self-
improvement trough these characters didn't was a good option. 
 
In conclusion, all this items together became in a problem for to create Judy's 








4. Final Idea 
 
4.1. Judy’s Beyondland vs Públicos 
 
As I said in the assessment of the idea Judy's Beyondland finally was not the best way 
to transmit the feelings that I wanted to transmit with my short film. For this reason I 
decided to redo the story with some of the main aspects of Judy's Beyondland but in a 
totally new story. 
 
Mainly I wanted to maintain the "problem" of the main character, which is a misfit 
girl with problems relating to people. The main character has to feel that everybody is 
against her and her way of life is not the common. 
 
In Judy's Beyondland the main problem of the main character were her parents, in 
Públicos I changed it and finally the main problem is the society generally. She is a 
uncommon person and for this reason she feels underappreciated; at first she thinks 
that the way to feel better is to change her life and everything that other people doesn't 
likes, but she have a revelation (expressed trough a dream) and at the end of the short 
film she understands that the solution to her problem is not to change everything 
around her life; the solution is to find all these people like her that would understand 
her situation, likes, dislikes and way of life. 
 
To transmit the society against the main character were a very difficult problem to 
resolve, because is very difficult thing to represent. To resolve this challenge I chose 
to focus the story in a metaphor. 
 
From this moment the story is explained with a comparison between the theatre life 
and the real life. The main character became represented like a theatre actress and the 




The way to represent the society against the main character in Públicos is the 
audience criticizing the performance of the actress, and the revelation of the character 
is represented of the same way to the first idea, trough a dream. 
 
With this in mind is correct to say that the message and the event line of both ideas 
are the same, but with severe changes in the way to explain it. 
 
The main differences between the short films are two: 
 
On the one hand the kind of explanation of the story, while in Judy's Beyondland was 
the typical short where the characters talk with the others and of this form they arrive 
to a conclusion, in Públicos is a voice over who explain the whole situations talking 
directly with the main character, like if is the "destiny" or the "mind" who talk.  
 
In the other hand, the second strong difference is the technique for to create the short 
film, the first idea was to record with real people and to do the dream in 2D; in the 
final idea I decided to do the whole short film animated, then I chose Stop Motion for 
the story and 2D for the dream part. 
 
4.2. Event line 
 
I changed the scheme of the event line to start with the pre-production of the new 
story. I used the same event line scheme of the other idea because I wanted to 





Fig 10 Event line of Públicos 
 
 
With this scheme done I started to write the final script of the story with all the 
purposes that I have explained in the section "Judy's Beyondland vs Públicos". !
4.3. Script !
For to do the script of Públicos I used a text in Spanish called "Puro Teatro" written 
by me. The main difficulty was to adapt the same metaphors and use the same literary 
figures in English.  
 
Although the short film have as an objective to be presented in Glyndwr University as 
a final project, I wanted to do the short film in different languages, for this reason a 
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part of the adaptation to English I did some other adaptations, to Catalan and, with the 
help of Maria Jose Polo who speaks in the voice over, to Italian; and finally the 
original version in Spanish.  
 
To create the script I used a professional and dedicated software to do scripts, Celtx. 
This software is free and it lets to write scripts for films, theatre, audio, comics and 
novels. The program is very useful because you can do the script directly with the 
correct and standard format of the industry, furthermore it lets to other pre-production 
materials, although for to do the rest of these material I used another software called 
Toon Boom because it was a specific requirement of Glyndwr University. 
 
In the script I wrote the voice over and some actions of the characters, because I 
wanted to do an useful script for the voice over actress, for this reason I chose to write 
less actions in the literary script and write all this details in the shooting script and the 
Story Board; of this form when I recorded the voice over with the actress she 















4.4. Story Board !The!Story!Board!of!Públicos!was!created!following!the!requirements!of!Glyndwr!University,! that! is!drawn! images!scanned!and!the!rest!of! the!elaboration!of! the!document!using!the!software!Toon"Boom,!which!is!explained!in!the!section!"Story"
Board"and"Animatic"!of!the!first!idea.!!This!document!was!essential! for! the!recording!of! the!short! film!because!all! the!sections,!technical!and!visuals,!of!the!story!are!explained!on!it.!!Firstly!you!can!see!a!sketch!of!the!shot!with!the!characters!that!are!in!the!scene!and!the!kind!of!shot,!furthermore!above!the!image!is!specified!the!duration!of!the!shot!and!this!is!very!useful!at!the!recording,!because!of!this!form!I!did!not!record!more!or!less!seconds.!!At! the! right! of! the! image! the! document! have! different! information! about! the!visual!and!technical!aspects!of!the!short!film:!! M! At! the! top!we! can! read! the! section! "Dialogue"!where! is! described! the!voice!over!of!every!shot.!!M! ! Below!we! can! read! the! section! "Action!notes"!where! is! described! the!actions!of!the!different!characters!who!are!in!the!shot.!!M! At! the! end! we! can! read! the! section! "Notes"! where! I! putted! the!soundtrack! of! the! short! film! and! some! requirements! that! I! thought! for!every!shot.!!The!mark!water!of!the!Story!Board!is!because!I!had!to!do!this!document!in!Toon!Boom! but! I! do! not! have! the! license! of! the! program! in! my! home! and! in!Tecnocampus!either.!
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LOCATION CHARACTER ACTION 
1 Panoramic of 
the audience 
Theatre Audience Audience waiting for the 
show 
2 Panoramic of 
the audience’s 
back  
Theatre Audience Audience waiting for the 
show 
3 Close shot Theatre - In this part you can read a 
sentence in the screen 
4 Medium shot of 
the main 
character’s back 
Theatre Main character The actress is looking the 
audience trough the curtain. 











The actress is looking the 
audience before the started 
of the show 
7 Medium shot of 




Audience Audience waiting for the 
show 
8 General shot Theatre 
  
- The courtaints start the 
opening 







10 Close shot Theatre 
  
Main character The actress so sad starting 
the show 





Main character The reflection os the sad 
actress in the mirror 
12 Detail shot Theatre 
  
Main character - 










15 Medium short of 






Three people of the 
audience talking between 
them 






The actress in her bed 
reading an script 






The actress in her bed 
reading an script 







The actress in her bed 
reading an script 







Two people talking beetwen 
them 






The actress with a lot of 
brojen scripts in her bed 
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The actress falling asleep 
22 Big long shot of 






The actress in dreams in a 
roaller coaster 
23 Big long shot of 




- Knifes fliying 
24 Big long shot of 




- The actress decides if she 
wants to fall or not 
25 Big long shot of 






She decides go down 
 
 
26 Big long shot of 




- The girl is falling down and 
the roller coaster disappears. 
 








The second act is starting 
 





Main character The actress in front of her 
audience 
 















Main character Actress and his reflection 






The actress is reading new 
scripts 






The actress is reading new 
scripts 






The actress is reading new 
scripts 
34 Close up shot of 





35 Medium shot of 







The actress talking with the 
audience 
36 Medium shot of 





Audience Two people of the audience 
talk beetwen them 
37 Medium shot of 







The actress talking with the 
audience 
38 Medium shot of 







One person very angry 
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Audience Some of the audience are 
dissapeiring  
40 Close up shot of 




Audience Two people of the audience 
taling beetwen them 
41 Close up shot of 




Audience One person screaming and 
dissapeiring 
42 Long Shoot Smoke 
 
- - 
43 Medium shot of 
the main 
character and 






The actress talking with one 
person of the audience 
! !






With the script and the storyboard in mind I defined the target of Públicos. 
 
I think that the message can be for a lot of publics, but maybe the evolution of the 
script is very focused in the life experience and for this reason can not be for very 
young people, because maybe they need more life background to understand the 
whole short film, even so the aesthetics can be attractive for children or preteen 
people, but is not the end of Públicos. 
 
The age range of Públicos is very big and I think that is possible to determinate it 
between the 18 and 40 years old.  
 
The message can be received for young adult people (the first age range), because is  
a moment of the life when you have to decide a lot of thing which will influence your 
future, but in the other hand can be received for people older who have a stable life, 
but is this stable life the thing that they do not want to break and for to do the things 
that they really want. 
 
In conclusion, the message of Públicos can be received for a lot of people including 
the people who have what they consider a perfect life, because maybe the short can 
open their eyes for other challenges in lif
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5.1.1. The Stop Motion and his attractions 
 
 
Nowadays it's difficult to define the Stop Motion, because a lot of animation 
techniques share things features with the Stop Motion; even so we can define the Stop 
Motion as the technique for create the illusion of movement with successive static 
pictures and manipulating "the actors" in every frame. 
 
The technique is slowly and very laborious, for this reason making a film in stop 
motion (even if it's short) needs a lot of resources and a lot of patience. The difference 
between this technique with the rest of techniques of animation is that the "actors" 
Fig 11 Example of Stop Motion shooting 
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and the elements of the film is palpable, because it exist and it's the people who make 
the film who to move the puppets and the elements which spectators can see exists. 
 
Because of this technique the spectator can see if the film is made in Stop Motion or 
it's made with another technique because the movements are very characteristic and 
because in some moments we can see the fingerprints and identify the tissues and the 
materials as a something real. 
 
Although the Stop Motion is not the best technique (because the movements aren't 
fluids than the animation 3D, for example) is this characteristic which make the Stop 
Motion something attractive to the spectator and for the people who works with the 
technique. Some people can see this thing like mistakes; others can see something 
marvellous in the defects. 
 
5.1.2. Brushstroke’s History  
In XIX century Paris Georges Méliès1 with the help of invisible threads, glass plates 
and smoke did magic performances and created the illusion of movement in the 
theatre; he did films at the same time, but one day his camera broke and stalled for a 
seconds, this coincidence it's the after and before because by mistake in the film the 
people could see how a bus becoming a car. 
 
Méliès wasn't the only one using Stop Motion in those years. Other filmmakers like 
Edwin S. Porter2 in United States who did the film "Dream of a rarebit friend" in 
1906, J. Stuart Blackton3 in "The haunted hotel" in 1907 or Émile Cohl4 for to do 
"Bewitched Matches" in 1913 used the Stop Motion like a technique to create 
paranormal effects in his movies. 
 
All the films since, more or less, 1930, used 
Stop Motion as a Special Effect. Was in 
1930 with movies like "Le roman du renard" 
or  "Fetiche mascotte" in 1934 (both filmed 
by Ladislaw Starewicz5) when the puppets 
appeared as a part of Stop motion as a 
Fig 12 Example of Stop's Motion Puppets 
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technique. These films have a very sophisticated animation with puppets extremely 
detailed, nowadays these films serves like an example, because in moments seems 
that the puppets even breathe. 
The most representative puppet in the world is King Kong because even nowadays all 
the people who see the movie admire how a puppet can have personality and 
psychology. The gestures and facial expressions of King Kong could be considered as 
a perfect Stop Motion, because with this movie we can see that the puppets can act. 
 
5.1.3. Puppet vs. 3D model 
Any puppet, no matter how sophisticated it is, can do the same movements than a 3D 
model. The 3D models can do movements similar than humans, but in the case of 
Stop Motion the puppets only want to communicate something, doesn't matter if the 
character is a human, you never could reproduce the human movements with the same 
naturalness (but is not necessary). Puppets have his personality. 
 
Puppets exist physically and the interpretation is related to the director's manipulation. 
The puppets have credibility and a tangible presence; for this reasons every viewer 
can grasp it. This is one of the most interesting features of stop motion and motivation 
of many creators to use this technique and not others. 
 
View a picture of iron, wood, fabric, silicone or clay expressing emotions (drama, 
tension, humour) is the main attraction of stop motion. The puppets are credible 
because they are part of the physical world, there are. No matter if the movements are 
not realistic because the actual figures being affected by light, gravity and in real 
space makes the viewer believe it. 
 
Is very important to understand this entire thing before to decide to do a Stop Motion 
film, because if your intention is to do a film with puppets acting like humans or 3D 
models, it can be very frustrating. 
 
For to tell a story is not necessary to have a very sophisticated puppet. A lot of 
animators use simple things for to tell the stories, even without puppets. You can tell a 




Sometimes it's better to think in how to express the story and do simple puppets; some 
sophisticated puppets can be impossible to work with, but in the other hand we can 
see other films with a very simple puppets (a piece of wood, for example) telling 
fascinating stories. 
 
In conclusion, if you want to do a Stop Motion movie think first in the story and 
consider different options for the puppets. Sometimes the simplest things express all. 
If you are very stubborn in to do a very sophisticated puppets, you can lose your time 
on it, when the most important thing is the story. 
 
5.1.4. Designing the character 
The difference between the Stop Motion puppets with other kind of puppets is that in 
Stop Motion the puppet needs an armature inside. The armature is like the skeleton of 
the character, and it must be built specifically for to do an Stop Motion movie, in 
conclusion, the puppet has to be in the same position in every frame of the film, 
without slipping between frames. When we are building the puppet we need to ensure 
that the puppet won't fall down or break during the filming. To prevent this mishap 
the puppet should be lightweight and durable, as much as possible.  
 
The most important thing during the building of a puppet is to know what it will do in 
your film and what kind of movement will be required for it.  
 
- What do your characters do? 
- Will they be walking or jumping? 
- Will they only be seen from the waist up? 
- Will they speak or express their feelings solely through body language? 
- Will they need to hold a prop in their hand? 
 
The first thing that you have to know when you want to design a character is what 
"design" means actually. "Design" really means the communication of an idea and 
how transmits it, in the case of Stop Motion is how the audience see the character 
doing movements and "saying" things in the screen. The animated characters 
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communicate as a real world but exaggerating certain aspects to emphasize the 
personality of the puppet.  
 
The basic symbols to communicate to the audience trough a puppet is the shape of the 
mouth, for example, if it is curved upward, the character is happy and if curved 
downward, the character is sad. Other important thing to communicate the mood of 
the puppet is the position of the eyebrows, it indicates if the puppet is worried, angry, 
etc.  
 
These symbols were the same 
when we drew when we were 
child, for this reason we 
recognized this symbols in our 
subconscious mind. Although 
these symbols are very tools to 
communicate the mood of the 
puppet we need to use other 
symbols to suggest more about 
who that character is. 
 
We can use the proportions of the puppet to communicate certain character things to 
the audience.  We have to study the human or animal proportions in the real life and 
exaggerate some aspects for to communicate what we want. In the human figure we 
use the head as a measuring stick, and normally the body is seven or eight heads; 
however, the children have larger heads in proportion to the rest of their body, and as 
they get older the proportion balance themselves out. 




The audience, subconsciously, know this fact. We can communicate the age of the 
character through the design of the puppet. For example, a character with a very big 
head in proportion to his body will look childlike, then if you want to create a baby or 
a child you need to do a puppet of two or three heads tall. 
 
Other character design principles related to proportion and body shape will vary 
depending on the type of character; for example, the heroics characters are designed 
with special emphasis on the shoulders and chest to show they are strong, this is 
because in the real life strong people can have big shoulders in proportion to the rest 
of the body. Other example is for to do fat characters, normally we design puppets 
with huge stomachs and short legs, legs in proportion to the stomach says that the 
character is fat. Normally, effective character design from taking that one element of 
Fig 14 Sizes for a human puppet 
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the character that says the most about who he is and making it the most central part of 
the design. 
 
It's necessary to think in the costumes and props of the character, because it's a very 
good characteristic to communicate things of the character. 
 
If we simplify the design we can say that designing characters is to do a combination 
of circles, squares, triangles and variations on these basic shapes. If it's your first time 
designing a character, you can study the characters from all kinds of animated 
productions and analyse their silhouettes, looking the shapes of the bodies, because, 
more or less, the procedure to design a character is the same in all animation 
disciplines. The Stop Motion have a important difference, we have to do the character 
in three dimensions and made simple enough to animate. 
 
Doing Stop Motion we have more problems than doing 2D characters, because, for 
example, the 2D characters aren't affected in terms of gravity. We can do a cartoon 
with a very big stomach and very little feet because is not a problem, but if you want 
to do the same character in Stop Motion it could be a very big problem, because with 
a little feet the puppet can fall in any moment during the filming. If we need to do that 
Fig 15 One person doing a puppet 
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character as a Stop Motion puppet, the body of the character needs to be extremely 
lightweight and we have to built a very strong support in its feet to balance it. A good 
idea to prove the balance of your puppet could be draw it in a paper first in different 
poses or make a tiny sculpture of your puppet in solid clay and try posing it into a few 
different positions. This way it's a good way to try how it will work in 3D. With this 
tiny puppet you can imagine any problems and fix it for your larger scale puppet. 
 
When we are building Stop Motion puppets we can difference between two kinds of 
puppets: The puppets designed for to run, walk, jump... And the puppets designed for 
to the plot. 
 
On one hand, the puppets designed for the action needs more attention in the 
armature, feet and the arms. For example, if your character must reach for an object 
behind or above him, make sure his arms are long enough to do so and if your 
character needs to run or walk a lot you need to pay attention that feet aren't too small 
or too huge in proportion to the body, in conclusion, more emphasis in the 
construction of the body. 
 
Fig 16 Movement in the Stop Motion 
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On the other hand, the puppets designed for the action we need 
to pay more attention on the mouth and eyes. The eyes are the 
first thing that audience will look, for this reason you need to be 
sure of the eyes' position. We need to study the eyes of the 
different Stop Motion puppets and pay special attention in the 
eyes, because is one of the most important thing in Stop 
Motion's World. 
 
If we have to do puppets for dialogue we have different ways to 
do it. The most common method is doing different mouths in 
different positions. We can do a different mouths and change it 
in every frame or do a movable mouth, when we combine the 
different frames in the post-production we achieve the dialogue 
effect. 
 
With all of these different design elements, it all boils down to what will be most 
convenient to your budget and the process of animating your puppet. The materials 
and the technique of manufacturing depends of the creator, but keeping all of these 
factors in mind during the design you will save problems and money.  
 
In the next point you can read some ideas about how to build your puppet, the 
skeleton, the different parts of the body and the materials that you will need. 
 
5.1.5. Making the puppet 
As we can read in the introduction points of this project one of the most important 
thing for to do a film with Stop Motion is to have good puppets, the puppets will be 
your characters and you will be "the actor in the shadow" of all them. 
 
When you are creating a puppet you have a lot of responsibility because of the puppet 
depends the final result of your project; for this reason if you are designing a character 
you need to think about how they will relate to the rest of the characters and when you 
know all this thing you need to put all your ideas in a paper. Only when you have this 
Fig 17 Example of 




first part done can start to thinking about the materials the structure, etc. You'll need 
to draw it to scale in a paper too. 
 
I think that for to show the necessity of to do all in a paper first it's better if I use an 
example. Think, for one moment, in the mouth of your puppet. You need to think how 
your character will communicate: is there to be dialogue? If it's yes... how do you 
pretend to animate the mouth? You can design the mouth movements in a dialogue 
and then you need to decide between to have more of one head (with different mouth 
each) or a head with replacement parts (a removable mouth in this case)... Other 
option can be a head armature (puppet's skull) incorporating a moveable mouth.  
 
5.1.6. Main questions 
The first time that you design a puppet it's very difficult to choose between the 
hundred of options; puppets can be made with a lot of combination of materials: wire, 
clay, latex, silicone, wood, resin, leather, fabric, polystyrene... For to help you to clear 
your ideas always have to think in the main questions: 
 M How much does it need to bend? 
This will dictate how strong your armature needs to be; what to make it out of 
and where the weak points may be. M What’s a reasonable scale to work with? 
The scale for a human figure average size seems to be about 20-25 cm, 
although puppets can range from 15-35 cm. If you need to go to close-up it 
would be worth making something bigger scale so that textures look good on 
camera. M How subtle will the movements need to be? 
You may need to make or have made a ball and socket armature. M How robust does it need to be? 
Do you intend to use for a long film? A series? Will you need to make copies? M How will it stay fixed to the floor for each shot? 
Do you need tie-downs (screw the foot to the floor to stop it falling over) or 
magnets and therefore need a perforated steel base for your set? Or are the 
puppets light enough to just need double-sided sticky tape? 
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M Do all parts need to move? 
Maybe certain parts of the body could be made with hard materials. Take this 
into account when preparing moulds. 
 
5.1.7. Skeleton 
If you needs to do movements with your puppet (obviously you need it) the best way 
of controlling your puppet is to do a skeleton or armature. You can do a very simple 
and easy armature with wire, but one recommendation is to do it with aluminium 
wire, because you can choose between different thicknesses (you can use other kind 
of wire, but the aluminium it's better because, for example, the tin wire has "more 
memory" because it's more springy and can do your animation harder). 
 
If you are using aluminium wire the best way it's twist two or three together in an drill 
because it can prolong the use of your puppet and you won't have the risk of breaks 
during the filming. 
 
For to do the skeleton you need to follow the sizes mentioned in "main questions" or 
to follow your own rules about the sizes always knowing that the proportions between 
the background and the rest of the characters needs to be all right. For to plan your 
armature it's better if you draw your puppet in a paper first, of this form you can 
follow the drawing and the margin of error will be smaller.  
In the drawing of the armature it's necessary to put the parts of the puppet's body with 











Fig 18 Skeleton in Stop Motion 
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When you have your skeleton drawn you needs to think about the material of the 
puppet's coverage. For example, if the coverture it's clay the best way it's to twist two 
or three wires as I said because it's stronger and the puppet will be most durable; but 
for example if your puppet's coverage will be plasticine it's better if you make the 
skeleton more flexible, because the material it's softer than clay then you can break 
the puppet in the filming doing movements. 
 
It's recommended to do remove head, hand and feet, because these parts of the 
puppet's body normally need extra work, because it's easiest to break this parts during 
the filming. 
 
5.1.8. Professional Skeleton 
In this dissertation we are trying to do a manual for a low cost production, as for 
example, a University's final Project. In this dissertation you can read the cheaper 
procedure for to do your Stop Motion production, but with the skeleton maybe it's 
good to know other options. 
 
The wire skeleton made by us it's very useful, but with this kind of skeleton it's nearly 
impossible do some movements. In some cases it's better to buy a professional 
armature (for the main character, for example) but it depends of your script.  
 
On Internet you can find a lot of different professional armatures, but the prize and 
the characteristics are very similar each other. A very good example it's this armature 






K1 is a versatile skeleton, perfect for most characters.!It is built at a scale 
which is suitable for small sets, and it provides modest-sized joint with 
excellent mobility.! 
K1 is based on ball and socket joints, with adjustable pressure, so it 
enables smooth and accurate movements. The knee caps are obtained by 
coiling up a sturdy steel rod of 5 mm diameter, in order to provide rigidity 
and durability to the whole. The toes offer flexibility to suit any type of 
gait. Both feet and body present threaded holes to anchor the puppet and 
set all kinds of rigs. The upper arms can be removed to repair the hands 
and reset in the exact same position. 
5.1.9. Materials 
Maybe you don't know how to do something of your puppet, or what is some material 
mentioned in the next point "making the puppet". Here you can read a list of materials 
that you can use for to do your own puppet. 
This list is from the book Stop Motion: Craft skill for model animation.6 
Fig 19 Example of a professional skeleton 
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Allen Keys Hexagonal keys available in various sizes used for tensioning 
armatures. 
Aluminium wire Comes in various thicknesses ranging from 0.5mm to 10mm in 
diameter. 
Baking oven Must have a low temperature of 50ºC showing on the dial 
Ball and socket 
armature 
You can order joints, rods and plates from specialist companies. 
Chavant clays A variety of sculping clay. 
Contact 
adhesives 
Useful for sticking many materials 
Exposy glues Very strong glue, a standard 5 minute epoxy is available from 
hadware and model shops. 
Fimo Modelling clay, good range of colours, bakes hard. Used for making 
props. 
Foam injector A large syringe that can be bought at plumbing shops. 
Foam latex A “hot” foam, it needs to be baked in the mould. Can be mixed to 
different densities for different purposes. If mixed fast, it will 
provide an airier, light foam (used in prosthetics). A slow mix will 
provide a denser, heavier foam that is good for models and puppets. 
Food mixer For mixing latex. 
Glass fibre Used with resin to make very strong moulds. Tendency to warp, so 
nuts and bolts are recommended to keep parts together when 
moulding and storing. 
Lewis Newplast Plasticine or English clay has a good colour range, colours more 
subdued than the US Van Aken, and does not melt. Available from 
model shops and art suppliers in the UK. 
Milliput An epoxy putty, also used for making props, white or pink (available 
at model shops). 
Plasticine Comes in two colours: grey or buff. A hard modelling clay, idea for 
maquettes for hard or soft moulds. Can be melted or can be made 
really hard if kept in a fridge. 
Rare earth 
magnets 
Otherwise Known as neodymium iron boron magnets. Very 
powerful and quite expensive magnets to fix your puppets’ feet to 
the floor when using a perforated steel base. 
Release agents Vaseline is cheapest and best, must be used judiciously to avoid 
clogging in corners. Available as sprays and aerosols. 
Resin A cold cast product used for making hard parts: hands, feet and 
hairpieces. Also used for mould making for silicone or foam cast. 
Sculpey A polymer clay. Available in several types: Original sculpey, super 
sculpey, sculpey III, and Premo sculpey. Must be cooked and cured. 
Good range of colours. 
Sculpting tools Used for smoothing, texturing, gouging, shaping clays. People build 
up a range of tools to their own liking. 
Silicone Makes a rubbery smooth-textured material. It can be cast cold, with 
no baking required; the colour is fast and can be mixed to match a 
Pantone reference.  
Sticky wax A removable adhesive material useful for fixing props in place. 
Van Aken 
(Plastalina) 
Fudgy texture, it can get sticky and soft under lights. Has a melting 
point, which is good for moulding. Colours are saturated but no fast. 
Good for doing food and when melted, makes a good gloss. 
Wood For bases, blocks, and balsa wood for cores, props, etc. !
Table 3 Materials for to do puppets 
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5.1.10. Parts of the body 
 
Hair. 
The best way for to do our puppet's hair is using resin. This material is most resistant 
than plasticine and for this reason it's a better option for the hair, because when we are 
filming a movie we remove the head of the puppet a lot of times for to resculpt the 
face or for change the eyes and mouth and with a plasticine hair we can break "the 
wig" of our puppet. 
 
Head. 
It's very advisable to do a removable head, because it's usual sculpting a lot of times 
during the filming leaving the figure in the stage for don't change the position. In the 
case of the head it's very important to think in the eyes and mouth, normally these 
parts need to be removable for to achieve the different facial expressions of the 
puppet. 
 
If you are using a clay or plasticine head the sculpting during the filming needs to be 
very careful for not change the size or the "personality of the face". Other thing to 
take into account with a clay head is the weight; too much clay will make the head too 
much heavy and it call fall down during the filming, above all if our skeleton it's 
made by wire and isn't a professional armature. 
 
Something to remember is that if you are doing an animal puppets it's advisable to do 
removable and mouldable ears. 
 
Eyes. 
A good idea for to do the eyes is to use white glass or plastic beads for to do 
necklaces. You can find it in a jewellery shop and it's very cheap. You can print the 
pupils with a very small brush and the result will be great. 
 
As the eyes are very important for to transmit the personality of the puppet maybe you 





Maybe the best way in a low cost production for do the hands is plasticine. The 
plasticine is very mouldable and this feature of the material it's very good during the 
filming because the filming in a Stop Motion movie is very slow, then the possibility 
of to move the hands quickly it's fantastic. 
 
Other option for the hands if you want to make it stronger, is to do finger by finger 
with wire and cover it with resin, this kind of hands are stronger, but to resculpt 
during the filming is most difficult than with plasticine. 
 
Feet. 
Feet can be made with flat metal plates, or aluminium blocks. It is best to make feet 
with two plates, as a convincing walk is very hard to achieve with a solid, flat foot.  
 
Hinged metal plates for your feet can be made with holes drilled in so that the feet can 
be screwed down to the floor and locked with a wing nut on the under side, or pinned 
down.  
 
This is a slow but reliable method known as "tie-down". A more flexible and quicker 
way of holding feet in place is to use a thin perforated steel table-top with rare-earth 
magnets under each foot to hold your puppet steady. These magnets are expensive, 
but very powerful and should be treated with care. Make sure the magnets are kept 
well away from your computer and video equipment as they can interference with 
their magnetic fields. 
 
Body’s cover. 
To cover the body we can use a lot of materials but the best way is use foam. The 
foam is very comfortable because we can do the body with a scissor and is little 
heavy. With a cover body made by snip foam we don't have to be worried during the 
filming because, in theory, the puppet won't fall down. The best foam for to do this is 
the foam latex because it's easy to find and cheap. It is basically upholstery foam. 
 




Normally we have to dress the puppets. We need to find fine-textured fabric but 
robust at the same time. 
 
5.2. Creating the puppets of the audience 
 
To create the puppets of the audience I chose the low cost option of the research, 
because they are twenty-four puppets and the cost would be so much for an 
independent project like this one. 
 
- Firstly the skeleton of the puppets was created with wire, following the silhouette of 
the final body of the puppet. I chose soft wire because is easier to build the skeleton 
with this kind of wire and at the recording is better that the puppets are soft (although 
resistant) because if to do the movements is difficult and the wire is hard you can 
move the puppet too much creating a raccord fail in the shot. 
 
- For the body of the puppets I used fabric of sack for most of the puppets, but for 
some of them I used black or grey fabric and for one of them I used leopard print 























- For to do the stuffing of the body I chose foam for sofas because with it material I 
achieved the toy aspect that I was searching for this puppets. After of that I sewed the 











Fig 22 Fabric bodies for to do puppets 
Fig 24 Foam for inside the puppets 
Fig 23 The Skeleton with the body 1 
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- For to achieve the correct form for the head I 
used a porexpan balls and I sewed the fabric 
around the ball. Finally I put the heads at the top 









- Finally for the final details of the puppets I used toy eyes and black painting for to 

















Fig 25 Example of done puppet 




5.3. Creating the main character 
 
For to build the skeleton of the main character of Públicos I used a professional 
skeleton designed for to be used in Stop Motion.  This skeleton allow all the human 
movements and you can decide how big you want your character, in this case I chose 
to do all the puppets (audience and main character) of 25 cm large. 
 
- I mounted the skeleton that is difficult task and I needed almost six hours only for to 
complete the whole skeleton. Finally the result was a "human" skeleton ready for to 













Fig 27 Elements of the skeleton Fig 29 Skeleton process 
Fig 28 Skeleton done 
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- For to finish the body of the main character I chose foam, because is not heavy and 
this fact is better for the recording because the risk of the puppet falling in the set is 
smaller. 
 
I cut the foam with the form of the body and I sewed it around the skeleton, the final 
result was a puppet with the body finished and ready for to be completed with the 
clothes and the head of the puppet. 
 
Fig 33 The foam body process 1 Fig 32 The foam body 2 
Fig 30 The foam body done Fig 31 The foam body ended with the head 
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- For to do the head of the main character I used the same porexpan ball that I used for 
to do the heads of the audience, but in this case I covered the ball with white 
plasticise.  
 
For create the eyes I did two holes in the head and I put two bracelet balls as eyes, 
later I painted the iris and pupil. 
 








Fig 35 The plasticine head 
Fig 36 The plasticine head with 
eyes 
Fig 34 The puppet of the main character done 
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6. Making the set 
 
First of all I did a plan of the set for to know the measures, the materials that I needed, 
etc. This document helped me a lot, because with this in my hands I could imagine the 


























Fig 37 Sketches of the set 1 
Fig 38 Sketches of the set 2 
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Those drawings were very useful for to complete de design of the theatre, but even so 
I did other sketches of the set, this time with Maya using a 3D technique.  
 
In the 3D recreation we can see all the parts of the theatre, so with that document in 
mind I could decide all the materials that I needed for the creation of the real set. It 
was a difficult task, because to choose the material for to do the walls, for example, 
was easy, but to design, for example, the seats of the theatre was, maybe, the most 
difficult task in the handmade creation process of Públicos. 
 
 
Finally I started to create the physic set. The measures of the set were two meters 
width, one and a half meter long and eighty-five centimetres tall. I chose thin wood 
for to do the walls of the theatre, because is a resistant but no heavy material. 
 
I put red leopard paper in the walls of the theatre, because with the illumination we 
can not distinguish the leopard, but the colours black and dark red were perfect for the 
aesthetics that I was searching for the short film. !!
Fig 42 3D recreation of the set 1 Fig 41 3D recreation of the set 2 




As I said in the 3D recreation, the most difficult handmade process of the set were the 
seats. I designed the seats in 3D and try to do the same in physic was very 
complicated; finally I decided to do the seats with porexpan lined with red sewed 
fabric. For the base of the seats I used a porexpan rectangle lined with the same 
leopard print paper that I used for the walls.!
 
For the armrests I used a gold wire, which is good for the form of the armrests and for 




Fig 44 The walls of the set process Fig 43 The wall of the set done 
Fig 45 The seats of the set process 1 
Fig 46 The seats of the set 
process 2 
Fig 47 The seats of the set done 
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To create the stage of the theatre a used two pieces of porexpan hooked with tape and 
glue, then I failed the two pieces of porexpan with a wood print lining. 
 






I needed to remove some of the walls during the recording 
for to record in different angles, for this reason I had to 
invent a structure for the curtains, because I not could to nail 
the curtains in the walls, as I needed the curtains although I 
removed one of the walls. 
 
For this structure I used wood sticks with the form of the
Fig 49 The stage process Fig 48 The stage done 
Fig 50 The stairs of the set 




7. 2D Scene 
 
The dream part of Públicos was created in 2D. The main reason for to do that is 
because I thought that to differentiate the dream is a good option, furthermore in 2D I 
could to do more fanciful things and maybe in Stop Motion to do that was not 
possible for me. 
 
My idea for the dream was to represent the risk of the revelation of the main character 
through a roller coaster. As you can read in the script this part of the short film is a 
revelation and a decision; this scene is the most important part of the short film, 
because after it happens the main character changes her mind and her way of life. 
 
A big decision like that have to be meditated I decided do a slow roller coaster, 
because is like "to see the risk" and after that you can decide if you want to follow 
that way or not. 
 
For to do emphasis in the most important parts of the script I decided to express with 
letters two parts, in one hand "¿Te atreves?" and in the other hand "¡Tírate". 
 
Firstly I created the 2D main character version. For to 
represent that is the same character I did the silhouette 
with long hair and with the same dress. The character 
is inside of a roller coaster wagon, for this reason I 




The movement of the character in the 2D part consist in the movement of the hair, the 
arms and the wheels of the wagon in an independent composition, then the movement 
of this composition was made with key frames, following the form of the roller 
coaster. 





Fig 53 After Effects composition of the weagon 
 
The background of the 2D part consists in four layers with mountains and landscape. 












I created the roller coaster in Photoshop. The roller coaster is very large, because I 
needed a large roller coaster, because although is bigger than the screen, with the 










Fig 55 2D background 
Fig 56 2D roller coaster 
Fig 54 2D Background 
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I did some knives to represent de risk and some masks to represent the changes of 
papers in her life. These drawings appear in the 2D scene and the movement was 
made with key frames and with every element in an independent After Effects layer. 
!
Fig 57 2D knifes composition 
 
The words written in the screen were made with Photoshop and 
it appears and disappears as particles, for to do that appearance I 
used a Trapcode Particular, which intensifies the fanciful effect 
of this part of the short film. 
 
Finally I put a camera in After Effects, which follow the 

















I have used three main programs for to do the post-production of the short film. 
 
- Adobe After Effects is primarily used for creating motion graphics and visual 
effects. After Effects allows users to animate, alter and composite media in 2D and 
3D space with various built-in tools and third party plug-ins, as well as individual 
attention to variables like parallax and user-adjustable angle of observation.7 
 
I used After Effects for all the 2D part, for to do the explosions when the people 
disappear of the theatre and for to do the mouth of the main character in the second 
part of the short film. 
 
For to do the explosions I created a smoke and I put it in the video with masks for to 
achieve the 3D sensation. For example I used masks for to do that the smoke of the 
last person of the theatre do not affect to the front row persons. 
 
For to create the mouth of the main character I used a mouth created in Photoshop and 
in After Effect I endowed the drawing of 3D features and with key frames I achieve to 
do that the mouth follow the movement of the character. 
 
 
Secondly I used Adobe Premiere Pro to edit all the short film and for to do the Stop 
Motion videos. 




Premiere Pro was very useful to convert photos to video and the program helps me for 
to fix some of the shots, because the photo is bigger than the screen I could to relocate 
some of the shots. 
 
Finally I used Logic Pro to mix the music with the voice over. 
 
- Logic Pro is a digital audio workstation and MIDI sequencer software application 
for the Mac OS X platform. Logic Pro and Express share much functionality and the 
same interface. Logic Express is limited to two-channel stereo mixdown, while Logic 
Pro can handle multichannel surround sound. Both can handle up to 255 audio tracks, 
depending on system performance (CPU and hard disk throughput and seek time).8 
 
For to do the final audio of the short film I chose the best recordings of the voice over 
and I mixed it with the music in Logic Pro. For to improve the mixing I put some 





9.1. Voice over 
 
Maria Jose Polo recorded the voice over. I used a professional recorder for to record 
the voice of Maria Jose and we did in all the languages: spanish, english, catalan and 
italian. 
 
It was a difficult task because Maria Jose is not an actress then to read the script as I 
wanted was very complicated for both. We achieved to record the different versions 
with the tone that I was searching for every moment of the short film.  
 
Finally I have presented the spanish version (with english subtitles on Youtube) 




Raul Navas composed the music, but the style and the production of the songs was 
thinking by both. 
 
I needed five songs for the short film and every one of them needed to express 
something different, for this reason we did a brainstorming for every song. 
 




Character of Intro 
Retro 
 
With these characteristics we decided to do a circus song with a lot of people talking 
behind of the music.  This choice is because I think the circus is something retro and 
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fanciful and the kind of music of the final result is like the music that the clowns use 
for present their shows, then is like time passing for the start of something. 
 






With these characteristics we decided to do an orchestral and sad music. I decided to 
do something orchestral because I think that this kind of music can be very sad if the 
notes have that intention. 
 
Brainstorming: Dream Song 
Risk Fast 
Revelation Danger 
Now or never Catharsis 
Dream Decision 
 
With these characteristics we decided to do an electronic song. The song is very 
energetic and the drums are very convincing. To express the danger and the risk Raul 
used distorted electric guitars and aggressive electronic sounds. 
 
Brainstorming: End Song 
Optimism Confidence 




With these characteristics we decided to do other orchestral song with thing in 
common with the first song, but this time reflecting optimism and confidence. Is a 
happy song and at the end of the song we can hear electronic and energetic drums to 




Raul created an independent song for the credits. That song is like an essay of the rest, 
because have piano, orchestra, electronic things and all the characteristics of the other 
songs. One detail at the end of this song is a sample of the song "Puro Teatro" played 





















10. Future Work 
 
One of the main objectives with this short film is complete my video reel for to 
present to different companies my skills in media and animation. I made this kind of 
short film because with it I can show my skills not only in animation, as I can to show 
my skill in the editing, writing scripts and telling stories and my power of decision 
choosing the professionals who work with me in my projects. 
 
To finish completely the short film in the future I have to edit the english, catalan and 
italian versions, because is a good choice to show my work out of Spain. 
 
Other of my purposes with Públicos is present it in different animation festivals, not 
searching the option to win, searching the opportunity to show my work to as many 
people as possible. 
 
At the moment the short film on Youtube has a good answer and when I do the 
different versions I will start a promotion on internet sending Públicos to different 
websites, forums and in the social networks, then I hope to improve the answer of the 
audience. 
 
Finally I am studying the possibility of to create a specific website for Públicos with 
all the pre-production and the steps to arrive to the final result, because I think that 
this option is better than to upload Públicos in my website, because showing all the 














To do this short film was a challenge for me, because to do an independent project 
without money and without the help of a team is very difficult, for this reason one of 
my main conclusions is that animation is not work for only one person. 
 
I really like the final result and I am very proud because I have achieved to put in the 
short film a lot of my musical, aesthetic and cultural influences, for this reason I feel 
this short film like something very personal. 
 
I have learned a lot about the Stop Motion but above all I learned how to create the 
puppets and the set, which is a thing that I had never done before. 
 
Finally, I think that the most useful skill that I have acquired during the creation of 
Públicos is the importance of the pre-production and how to make all that documents, 


























Stop Motion. Craft skills for model animation, Susanah Shaw, Elseiver. Stop Motion, 
Barry Purves, Blume Animación. 
12.2. Webs. 
 
-  Building Puppets 
(article) !http://www.stopmotionworks.com/articles/artofSMchpt7.pdf  
-  Stop Motion (article) !http://www.teachanimation.org/mexico/stopmotionSP.pdf  
-  Teach Animation (article) !http://www.teachanimation.org/pdf/Stopmotion.pdf  
-  Stop Motion Pro 
(Guide) !http://www.stopmotionpro.com/downloads/smp7_quickstart.pdf  
-  Stop Motion Magazine (Web) !http://stopmotionmagazine.com/  
-  StopMotion.com (Web) !http://www.stopmotionanimation.com  
-  Mi vida cuadro por cuadro (Blog) !http://www.mividacuadroporcuadro.com/  
-  Blog del programa de Diseño Gráfico (Blog) !http://digrafico.blogspot.com.es  
















1 Georges Méliès (8 December 1861 – 21 January 1938), full name Marie- Georges-
 
2 Edwin Stanton Porter (April 21, 1870 – April 30, 1941) was an American early film 
pioneer, most famous as a director with Thomas Edison’s company. His most 
important films are Life on American Fireman (1903) and The Great Train Robbery 
(1903).  !
3 James Stuart Blackton (January 5, 1875 – August 13, 1941) (usually known as J. 
Stuart Blackton) was an Anglo-American film producer, most notable for making the 
first silent film that included animated sequences recorded on standard picture film 
(i.e. the 1900 The Enchated Drawing), and is because of that considered the father of 
American animation.  !
4 Émile Cohl (January 4, 1857, Paris – January 20, 1938), born Émile Eugène Jean 
Louis Courtet, was a French caricaturist of the largely forgotten Incoherent 
Movement, cartoonist, and animator, called "The Father of the Animated Cartoon" 
and "The Oldest Parisian".  
 
5 Vladislav Starevich (August 8, 1882 - February 26, 1965), was a Russian and 
French stop-motion animator notable as the author of the first puppet- animated film.  !
6 Stop Motion. Craft skills for model animation, Susanah Shaw, Elseiver, pages 83-84  !
7 Defining Wikipedia of Adobe After Effects 
 
8 Defininf Wikipedia of Logic Pro 
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Públicos budget 1 
1. Públicos budget. 
The budget of Públicos consist in the next points 
- Material cost 
- Human Resources cost 
- Equipment and software amortization 
- Total project cost 
 
1.1. Material cost. 
!
Description Number Price per unit (€) Total (€) 
MacBook Pro 1 1800 1800 
iMac 1 1900 1900 
Canon 550D 1 500 500 
Office Material - 100 100 
Wire 20 3 60 
Professional Skeleton 1 250 250 
Fabric 10 meters 17€/m 170 
Wood 5 30 150 
Others - 80 80 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST 5.010€ 
TOTAL MATERIAL COST WITHOUT 
AMORTIZATION 
810€ 
2 Públicos - Report 
 
!
1.2. Human Resources cost. 
If this project would have been done by professionals, five professionals would have been 
involved: musician, voice over actress, camera assistant, director. 
 
Concept Hour Price/hour (€) Total (€) 
Musician 
70 35 2.450 
Camera assistant 
100 17 1.700 
Writer of the script 50 25 1.250 
Director 120 40 4.800 
Voice over actress 40 22 880 
2D creator 160 27 4.320 
Video Edition 60 21 1.260 
Audio Edition 30 21 630 
Build the set 100 17 1.700 
Build the puppets 100 21 2.100 





Públicos budget 3 
1.3. Equipment and software amortization. 
We have to calculate the lifespan of our equipments and software to know if they are 
profitable for our project.  
 
Equipment and sofware Price N (years) Euros/year 
Macbook Pro 1800 3 600 
iMac 1900 4 475 
Canon 550 500 2 250 
Adobe Premiere Pro 299,4/year 1 299,4 
Logic Pro 179,99 3 59.99 
Adobe After Effects 737,88/year 1 737,88 
TOTAL OF YEAR AMORTITZACIONS 2.422,27 
4 Públicos - Report 
 
!
1.4. Total project cost. 
!
Material cost 810€ 
Human resources cost 21.090€ 





















































Todos los derechos reservados
a Aitor R. S.
La frase con la que se abre el
guión pertenece a la canción
"Teatro del dolor" de Fangoria
y la frase con la que se
cierra a "Puro teatro" de La
Lupe.
a.ruiz.santiago@gmail.com
ESCENA 1. TEATRO DEL DOLOR
Vemos un teatro pequeño con un público muy peculiar. Son
muñecos de trapo, con botones por ojos y que no transmiten
buenas vibraciones. El telón del teatro esta cerrado y la
poca gente que queda levantada se sienta en su butaca, en
ese momento escuchamos una música que empieza a sonar muy
levemente, la cámara enfoca al telón y vemos como éste
comienza a abrirse, mientras escuchamos la siguiente frase.
VOZ EN OFF.
"La vida es un escenario donde todo
empieza y acaba, mientras avanza el
calendario la vida es una charada".
ESCENA 2. ENCADENADA
Vemos a una chica cabizbaja sentada en el centro de un
decorado que parece representar una casa, con la mirada
perdida y encadenada a si misma, las cadenas le rodean, pero
no la atrapan a ningún sitio concreto, sino que representan
una auto opresión.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Vemos a la protagonista mover
los ojos mirando de un lado a
otro y moviéndose levemente,
mirando al público y volviendo
a bajar la mirada.)
La vida, teatre, actes i
funcions...Estàs llesta per
esdevenir una simple espectadora?
Desperta, mou-te! No deixis que el
teu destí visqui atrapat a l’altra
banda del teló.
En ese momento vemos a la protagonista levantarse
lentamente, arrastrando sus cadenas.
VOZ EN OFF.
Res no esdevindrà si continues
asseguda, petrificada, mirant una
televisió que no diu res, el vuit,
cegada pels focus que t’enlluernen.
Vemos a la chica meterse en la cama y escribir en un papel
que posteriormente romperá y tirará a una papelera llena de
trozos de papel arrugados y rotos.
VOZ EN OFF.
Materialitza els teus somnis i




VOZ EN OFF. (cont’d)
el teu propi guió, reescrivint a
cada moment, explora els diferents
generes...
ESCENA 3. EL SUEÑO
La chica cae rendida en la cama, las luces se apagan y
derrepente todo se queda negro, lo siguiente que vemos es
otro paisaje, la sombra de un parque de atracciones, todo lo
que vemos ahora son sombras y siluetas, estamos dentro del
sueño de la protagonista.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Vemos la silueta de una
montaña rusa llena de
pasajeros que no para de
subir.)
A munt, a munt, continua pujant, no
importa com de dura pugui ser la
caiguda, sense risc no hi ha
benefici. Has arribat al teu punt
màxim, ja pots veure el precipici,
el tall de la navalla. T’atreveixes
a saltar?
En este momento vemos la montaña rusa llena de gente en el
punto más alto de la atracción, la cámara hace un zoom out y
vemos un gran megáfono que le dice que salte, presenta el
espectáculo y diferentes máscaras de teatro clásico que van
saliendo del megáfono a la vez que del suelo van surgiendo
cuchillos afilados que representan el riesgo que la
protagonista esta decidiendo si tomar o no.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Desde el megáfono)
Llençat! No hi ha res a perdre, si
vols que això sigui el següent acte
de la teva representació no ho
dubtis, llençat, passa de la
comèdia a la tragicomèdia, de
l’erotisme al romanticisme, de
l’astracanada a la revista, la
sàtira...
En este momento volvemos a prestar atención al vagón de la
montaña rusa y vemos como varios pasajeros se bajan del
vagón y desaparecen.
VOZ EN OFF.
La companyia t’abandona? Comença de
cero i recorda: passi el que passi
mai no passa res.
3.
ESCENA 4. DE ESTRENO
Ahora volvemos al teatro, el decorado de la obra a cambiado
levemente, los colores son más vivos y todo transmite más
positivismo.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Mientras que la chica va
deshaciéndose de las cadenas
que le han caracterizado hasta
el momento)
Benvingut a la teva nova gran
producció! Tu dirigeixes, escrius
el guió, decideixes la
il·luminació, l’escenografia, els
figurants, la resta de
protagonistes, l’espectacle és a
les teves mans.
(Mirando al público fijamente
y derrepente.)
Fes front al teu públic, fes
d’aquest moment una raó per morir
d’enveja, fes el que tothom
desitjaria fer i no fa.
En este momento el personaje se dirige lentamente hacia una
parte del escenario, en este momento las luces cambian y
enfocan solo a la protagonista sentándose en un aparador y
cogiendo un peine. Vemos como se va peinando lentamente
frente al espejo, después coge algún utensilio de maquillaje
y empieza a maquillarse.
VOZ EN OFF.
Maquillat, prepara el teu
personatge, les seves mascares.
Interioritza el guió, el teu
discurs, memoritza’l, prepara’l bé
i recorda deixar sempre un espai
per la improvisació.
En telón se cierra.
ESCENA 5. TU PÚBLICO
Ahora la atención del espectador (de la cámara) no recao
sobre el escenario, sino en la platea. El telón esta cerrado
y vemos a la protagonista apartar la cortina, salir a la





(Conforme va hablando alguna
de las personas del público se
levantan espetando cosas
ininteligibles y se van)
Em sap greu per vosaltres, em sap
greu de veritat. De totes les llums
i marquesines de la Gran Via heu
escollit deixar-vos atrapar per la
meva, com moltes altres
vegades....podria tornar a
representar l’obra de sempre, allò
que espereu de mi...però m’he
cansat, avui heu vingut a veure una
altra cosa, es possible que ho
odieu, que us decebi, o ambdues
coses alhora, doncs posats a no
ser, no esdevindrà ni tan sols allò
que us temeu, benvinguts a la meva
vida...
La voz de la protagonista se va ahogando para dejar de nuevo
paso a la voz en off.
VOZ EN OFF.
Son aquí....senyores disposades a
escandalitzar-se per qualsevol cosa
que diguis, amics preparats per
apunyalar-te al bell mig de la
funció, crítics feroços que demà
escriuran gasòfia sobre lo
esvinçada que és la teva funció.
Passeja entre ells,
observa’ls...pregunta’ls-hi que és
el que volen sentir i diga’ls-hi
exactament el contrari.
La protagonista empieza a susurrarle cosas a los
espectadores y en ese momento se levanta uno de primera fila
a la que ella sigue con la mirada mientras se va por el
pasillo central de la platea.
VOZ EN OFF.
Recordes aquell espectador que va
decidir sortir del teatre a meitat
de la funció?, va cridar quelcom
intel·ligible i va sortir espantat
pel que havia vist a sobre de
l’escenari?
En este momento la protagonista empieza a caminar por el
centro de la platea quitándose la chaqueta, volviendo a





Ell és el protagonista principal de
la seva obra, però és tan sols un
figurant sense importància a la
teva. La vida, l’espectacle, està
ple de figurants...persones que no
tindran cabuda quan escriguis les
teves memòries...gent que va i ve
d’un costat a l’altre del camerino
repetint clixés i vestuaris, sovint
fotent un crit, enfonsant-te la
funció d’aquell dia i fugint sense
més. Ignora-les.
En este momento la protagonista vuelve a sentarse en la
silla donde ha empezado la función, con una pierna cruzada,
mirando a un público que se mueve a primera fila y le tiran
rosas.
VOZ EN OFF.
Fixa’t millor als personatges que
empatitzaràn amb tu, els que et
donaran la replica per continuar
amb la següent frase, els
personatges amb els que si tindràs
diàleg, els que son imprescindibles
per que un protagonista com tu
brilli.
En este momento vemos a un par de personas del público subir
al escenario y sentarse alrededor de la protagonista.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Mientras el telón se cierra
bajo un gran aplauso)
Tan se val el que diguin les modes
i els diaris, tot es mentida,
enriua-te’n:
(Levantándose a saludar al
público)
Tots tenim el nostre públic.
Cuando el telón se cierra y las luces bajan podemos leer
sobreimpresa en pantalla la siguiente frase: "Teatro, la






"El teatro que es la vida"
Todos los derechos reservados
a Aitor R. S.
ESCENA 1. TEATRO DEL DOLOR
Vemos un teatro pequeño con un público muy peculiar. Son
muñecos de trapo, con botones por ojos y que no transmiten
buenas vibraciones. El telón del teatro esta cerrado y la
poca gente que queda levantada se sienta en su butaca, en
ese momento escuchamos una música que empieza a sonar muy
levemente, la cámara enfoca al telón y vemos como éste
comienza a abrirse, mientras escuchamos la siguiente frase.
VOZ EN OFF.
"La vida es un escenario donde todo
empieza y acaba, mientras avanza el
calendario la vida es una charada".
ESCENA 2. ENCADENADA
Vemos a una chica cabizbaja sentada en el centro de un
decorado que parece representar una casa, con la mirada
perdida y encadenada a si misma, las cadenas le rodean, pero
no la atrapan a ningún sitio concreto, sino que representan
una auto opresión.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Vemos a la protagonista mover
los ojos mirando de un lado a
otro y moviéndose levemente,
mirando al público y volviendo
a bajar la mirada.)
La vida es un teatro, una
función... ¿Estás dispuesto a ser
tu el espectador? ¡Despierta,
actúa! No dejes que tu destino viva
atrapado al otro lado del telón.
En ese momento vemos a la protagonista levantarse
lentamente, arrastrando sus cadenas.
VOZ EN OFF.
No va a ocurrir nada si te quedas
ahí sentada, petrificada, mirando a
una televisión que no te dice nada,
mirando al vacío, cegada por la luz
de los focos que te alumbran
directamente a la cara.
Vemos a la chica meterse en la cama y escribir en un papel
que posteriormente romperá y tirará a una papelera llena de




Materializa tus sueños y se todo
aquello que quieres ser, invéntame
tu propio guión y reescríbelo cada
noche, explora géneros...
ESCENA 3. EL SUEÑO
La chica cae rendida en la cama, las luces se apagan y
derrepente todo se queda negro, lo siguiente que vemos es
otro paisaje, la sombra de un parque de atracciones, todo lo
que vemos ahora son sombras y siluetas, estamos dentro del
sueño de la protagonista.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Vemos la silueta de una
montaña rusa llena de
pasajeros que no para de
subir.)
Sube, sube y sigue subiendo, contra
más dura sea la caída de tu
personaje más interesante será el
final de la obra, sin riesgo no hay
beneficio. Has llegado a tu punto
máximo, ya ves el precipicio, el
filo de la navaja. ¿Te atreves?
En este momento vemos la montaña rusa llena de gente en el
punto más alto de la atracción, la cámara hace un zoom out y
vemos un gran megáfono que le dice que salte, presenta el
espectáculo y diferentes máscaras de teatro clásico que van
saliendo del megáfono a la vez que del suelo van surgiendo
cuchillos afilados que representan el riesgo que la
protagonista esta decidiendo si tomar o no.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Desde el megáfono)
¡Lánzate! No importa que pierdas
por el camino, si quieres que ese
sea el siguiente acto de tu
representación no lo dudes, tírate,
cambia a la comedia, a la
tragicomedia, al erotismo, el
romanticismo, a la astracanada, la
revista, a la sátira...
En este momento volvemos a prestar atención al vagón de la





¿Qué puede pasar, que lo pierdas
todo, que el resto de la compañía
te abandone? Empieza de cero y
recuerda que pase lo que pase nunca
pasa nada.
ESCENA 4. DE ESTRENO
Ahora volvemos al teatro, el decorado de la obra a cambiado
levemente, los colores son más vivos y todo transmite más
positivismo.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Mientras que la chica va
deshaciéndose de las cadenas
que le han caracterizado hasta
el momento)
¡Bienvenido a tu nueva gran
producción! Tu diriges, escribes el
guión, decides la iluminación, la
escenografía y te encargas de los
extras y del resto de
protagonistas...
(Mirando al público fijamente
y derrepente.)
Enfréntate a tu público, haz de
este momento una razón para morir
de envidia, haz lo que todo el
mundo desearía hacer y no hace.
En este momento el personaje se dirige lentamente hacia una
parte del escenario, en este momento las luces cambian y
enfocan solo a la protagonista sentándose en un aparador y
cogiendo un peine. Vemos como se va peinando lentamente
frente al espejo, después coge algún utensilio de maquillaje
y empieza a maquillarse.
VOZ EN OFF.
Maquíllate, prepara tu personaje,
tus mascaras. Interioriza tu guión,
tu discurso, apréndetelo de
memoria, ensáyalo bien y deja
siempre espacio a la improvisación.
En telón se cierra.
4.
ESCENA 5. TU PÚBLICO
Ahora la atención del espectador (de la cámara) no recao
sobre el escenario, sino en la platea. El telón esta cerrado
y vemos a la protagonista apartar la cortina, salir a la
platea y bajar por las escaleras hasta llegar al público y
empieza a retirar...
PROTAGONISTA.
(Conforme va hablando alguna
de las personas del público se
levantan espetando cosas
ininteligibles y se van)
Lo siento por vosotros, lo siento
de veras. De todas las luces y
marquesinas de Gran Via habéis
elegido dejaros atrapar por la mía,
como muchas otras veces... Podría
volver a representar la obra de
siempre... Pero me he cansado, hoy
habéis venido a ver otra cosa y lo
siento por vosotros, es muy
probable que no sea lo que
esperáis, pues por no ser no va a
ser ni siquiera lo que teméis,
bienvenidos a mi vida...
La voz de la protagonista se va ahogando para dejar de nuevo
paso a la voz en off.
VOZ EN OFF.
Están ahí... Señoras dispuestas a
escandalizarse por cualquier cosa
que digas, amigos preparados para
apuñalarte la espalda en plena
función, críticos feroces que
mañana escribirán sobre la bazofia
que es tu obra y lo desquiciada que
estas. Pasea entre ellos,
obsérvalos... Pregúntales qué
quieren oír y diles exactamente lo
contrario.
La protagonista empieza a susurrarle cosas a los
espectadores y en ese momento se levanta uno de primera fila
a la que ella sigue con la mirada mientras se va por el
pasillo central de la platea.
VOZ EN OFF.
¿Recuerdas aquel espectador que
decidió salir del teatro en mitad
de la función, gritó algo
ininteligible y salió asustado por
lo que vio sobre el escenario?
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED: 5.
En este momento la protagonista empieza a caminar por el
centro de la platea quitándose la chaqueta, volviendo a
subir al escenario mientras se abre el telón de nuevo, con
un decorado distinto.
VOZ EN OFF.
El es el protagonista principal de
su propia obra, pero es solo un
figurante sin importancia en la
tuya. La vida, el espectáculo, esta
llena de figurantes... Personas a
las que no prestarás atención
cuando escribas tus memorias...
gente que fue y vino de un lado al
otro del camerino repitiendo
clichés y vestuarios, muchas veces
pegando un grito, hundiéndote el
pase de aquel día y huyendo sin
más. Ignóralas.
En este momento la protagonista vuelve a sentarse en la
silla donde ha empezado la función, con una pierna cruzada,
mirando a un público que se mueve a primera fila y le tiran
rosas.
VOZ EN OFF.
Fíjate mejor en los personajes que
empatizarán contigo, los que te
darán la réplica para continuar con
tu siguiente frase, los personajes
con los que si tendrás diálogo, los
que son imprescindibles para que un
protagonista como tu brille.
En este momento vemos a un par de personas del público subir
al escenario y sentarse alrededor de la protagonista.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Mientras el telón se cierra
bajo un gran aplauso)
Da igual lo que digan las modas, lo
que digan los periódicos, todo es
mentira, ríete:
(Levantándose a saludar al
público)
Todos tenemos nuestro público.
Cuando el telón se cierra y las luces bajan podemos leer
sobreimpresa en pantalla la siguiente frase: "Teatro, la





Todos los derechos reservados
a Aitor R. S.
La frase con la que se abre el
guión pertenece a la canción
"Teatro del dolor" de Fangoria
y la frase con la que se
cierra a "Puro teatro" de La
Lupe.
a.ruiz.santiago@gmail.com
ESCENA 1. TEATRO DEL DOLOR
Vemos un teatro pequeño con un público muy peculiar. Son
muñecos de trapo, con botones por ojos y que no transmiten
buenas vibraciones. El telón del teatro esta cerrado y la
poca gente que queda levantada se sienta en su butaca, en
ese momento escuchamos una música que empieza a sonar muy
levemente, la cámara enfoca al telón y vemos como éste
comienza a abrirse, mientras escuchamos la siguiente frase.
VOZ EN OFF.
"La vida es un escenario donde todo
empieza y acaba, mientras avanza el
calendario la vida es una charada".
ESCENA 2. ENCADENADA
Vemos a una chica cabizbaja sentada en el centro de un
decorado que parece representar una casa, con la mirada
perdida y encadenada a si misma, las cadenas le rodean, pero
no la atrapan a ningún sitio concreto, sino que representan
una auto opresión.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Vemos a la protagonista mover
los ojos mirando de un lado a
otro y moviéndose levemente,
mirando al público y volviendo
a bajar la mirada.)
La vita, il teatro, gli atti e gli
spettacoli...sei pronto a diventare
un semplice spettatore? Svegliati,
muoviti! non permettere che il tuo
destino viva aggrappato all’altra
parte del telo.
En ese momento vemos a la protagonista levantarse
lentamente, arrastrando sus cadenas.
VOZ EN OFF.
Niente accade se continui a restare
seduto, pietrificato, guardando una
televisione che non dice nulla/non
ti trasmette nulla, il vuoto,
accecata dalle lampadine che ti
abbagliano.
Vemos a la chica meterse en la cama y escribir en un papel
que posteriormente romperá y tirará a una papelera llena de




Fai il possibile per i tuoi sogni e
anche se può essere tutto e
niente, non importa, crea la tua
sceneggiatura, riscrivila ogni
momento, esplora i generi...
ESCENA 3. EL SUEÑO
La chica cae rendida en la cama, las luces se apagan y
derrepente todo se queda negro, lo siguiente que vemos es
otro paisaje, la sombra de un parque de atracciones, todo lo
que vemos ahora son sombras y siluetas, estamos dentro del
sueño de la protagonista.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Vemos la silueta de una
montaña rusa llena de
pasajeros que no para de
subir.)
Su, su, continua scendendo, non
importa quanto sia crudele la
caduta, senza rischio non c’è
guadagno. Sei arrivato al tuo punto
massimo. Adesso poi guardare il
burrone, la lama del coltello/sei
sul filo del rasoio. Osi saltare?
En este momento vemos la montaña rusa llena de gente en el
punto más alto de la atracción, la cámara hace un zoom out y
vemos un gran megáfono que le dice que salte, presenta el
espectáculo y diferentes máscaras de teatro clásico que van
saliendo del megáfono a la vez que del suelo van surgiendo
cuchillos afilados que representan el riesgo que la
protagonista esta decidiendo si tomar o no.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Desde el megáfono)
Buttati! Non hai niente da perdere,
se voi che questo sia il seguente
atto della tua rappresentazione non
dubitare, buttati, passa dalla
commedia alla tragicommedia,
dall’erotismo al romanticismo, da
l’astracanada al teatro di varietà,
la satira...
En este momento volvemos a prestar atención al vagón de la





La compagnia ti lascia/abbandona?
Riparti da zero e ricorda: succeda
quello che succeda, non succede mai
niente.
ESCENA 4. DE ESTRENO
Ahora volvemos al teatro, el decorado de la obra a cambiado
levemente, los colores son más vivos y todo transmite más
positivismo.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Mientras que la chica va
deshaciéndose de las cadenas
que le han caracterizado hasta
el momento)
Benvenuto alla tua nuova gran
produzione! Tu sei il regista, tu
scrivi la sceneggiatura, tu decidi
l’ illuminazione, i figuranti, il
resto dei protagonisti, lo
spettacolo è nelle tue mani.
(Mirando al público fijamente
y derrepente.)
Devi affrontare il tuo pubblico,
fai di questi attimi un motivo per
fare morire (gli altri?) d’invidia,
fai tutto quello che tutti
desiderano fare ma che non fanno.
En este momento el personaje se dirige lentamente hacia una
parte del escenario, en este momento las luces cambian y
enfocan solo a la protagonista sentándose en un aparador y
cogiendo un peine. Vemos como se va peinando lentamente
frente al espejo, después coge algún utensilio de maquillaje
y empieza a maquillarse.
VOZ EN OFF.
Truccati, prepara il tuo
personaggio, le sue maschere.
Interiorizza la sceneggiatura/Fai
tua la sceneggiatura, il tuo
discorso, memorizza, preparalo bene
e ricorda di lasciare sempre spazio
per l’improvvisazione.
En telón se cierra.
4.
ESCENA 5. TU PÚBLICO
Ahora la atención del espectador (de la cámara) no recao
sobre el escenario, sino en la platea. El telón esta cerrado
y vemos a la protagonista apartar la cortina, salir a la
platea y bajar por las escaleras hasta llegar al público y
empieza a recitar...
PROTAGONISTA.
(Conforme va hablando alguna
de las personas del público se
levantan espetando cosas
ininteligibles y se van)
Mi dispiace per voi, mi dispiace
veramente. Di tutte le lampadine
della Gran Via hai scelto di
lasciarti prendere dalle mie, come
molte altre volte...Avrei potuto
tornare a rappresentare l’opera di
sempre, quello che voi aspettate da
me...ma sono stanco, oggi siete
venuti a vedere una cosa diversa, è
possibile che voi mi odierete o che
sarete delusi, o tutte e due le
cose, quindi per tranquillizzarvi
vi dico che non ci sarà nulla da
temete, benvenuti nella mia vita.
La voz de la protagonista se va ahogando para dejar de nuevo
paso a la voz en off.
VOZ EN OFF.
Sono/Sto qua...signori preparate a
scandalizzarvi per qualsiasi cosa
che io dica, amici preparate a
pugnalarvi a metà della funzione,
critici feroci che l’indomani
saranno pronti a scrivere merda
sulla funzione. Passeggiate tra
loro, guardateli...chiedi loro cosa
vogliono sentirsi dire e dì loro
esattamente il contrario.
La protagonista empieza a susurrarle cosas a los
espectadores y en ese momento se levanta uno de primera fila
a la que ella sigue con la mirada mientras se va por el
pasillo central de la platea.
VOZ EN OFF.
Ricordi quel spettatore che esce
dal teatro a mezza funzione? Grida
qualcosa perché non capisce e se ne




En este momento la protagonista empieza a caminar por el
centro de la platea quitándose la chaqueta, volviendo a
subir al escenario mientras se abre el telón de nuevo, con
un decorado distinto.
VOZ EN OFF.
Lui é il protagonista principale
della sua opera, ma diventa un
figurante senza importanza alla
tua. La vita, lo spettacolo, è
pieno di figuranti...persone che
non avranno posto quando tu scrivi
le tue memorie/avranno posto nelle
tue memorie...persone che vanno e
vengono da un lato all’altro dello
spogliatoio con la il ripetersi di
cliché e vestiti, comunemente
gridando, rovinando la funzione di
quel giorno e fuggendo. Ignorali.
En este momento la protagonista vuelve a sentarse en la
silla donde ha empezado la función, con una pierna cruzada,
mirando a un público que se mueve a primera fila y le tiran
rosas.
VOZ EN OFF.
Focalizzati sui miglior personaggi
quelli che empatizzeranno con te,
quelli che ti danno la replica per
continuare con la frase successiva,
i personaggi con i quali avrai un
dialogo, quelli che diventano
essenziali perché un protagonista
come te brilla.
En este momento vemos a un par de personas del público subir
al escenario y sentarse alrededor de la protagonista.
VOZ EN OFF.
(Mientras el telón se cierra
bajo un gran aplauso)
Non c’entra che cosa dicono le mode
e i giornali, tutto è una bugia,
ridete:
(Levantándose a saludar al
público)
Tutti abbiamo il nostro pubblico.
Cuando el telón se cierra y las luces bajan podemos leer
sobreimpresa en pantalla la siguiente frase: "Teatro, la
vida es puro teatro, falsedad bien ensayada y estudiado
simulacro" La Lupe.
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